In a recent *Cancer Discovery* paper, Stephanie Dobson et al identified rare relapse-fated subclones in B-ALL and showed that they possess an intrinsic drug tolerance as well as metabolic and stemness signatures. The identification of these subclones and associated pathways will be instrumental to target relapse-fated cells, thereby preventing their full evolution into relapse clones.

Clonal evolution is a major driver of disease progression and relapse in hematological malignancies. In this process, genetic and epigenetic mechanisms intervenient to shape leukemia composition, favoring the emergency of multiple co-existing leukemic clones, including those ultimately driving relapse. In acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL), where a branching evolution takes place, the clone driving relapse is not derived from a major diagnostic clone but rather from a minor ancestral one.^[@R1]^

In the attempt to understand how cytotoxic chemotherapy shapes clonal evolution and drug resistance, numerous studies have compared diagnosis and relapsed samples.^[@R2]--[@R3]^ Nevertheless, the molecular determinants that confer a diagnostic subclone a relapse fate before its evolution into a drug-resistant relapsing clone following chemotherapy exposure remain unclear.

In the recent *Cancer Discovery* paper, Dobson et al undertook a strategy which enabled the identification and further characterization of rare relapse-fated subclones.^[@R4]^ The authors performed whole exome sequencing of 14 paired diagnosis and relapse B-ALL patients samples encompassing distinct cytogenetic subtypes. This analysis allowed them to identify somatic single nucleotide variants, insertion-deletion mutations and DNA copy number alterations in bulk patient samples at diagnosis as well as at relapse. In parallel, diagnosis and relapsed samples were injected at limiting dilution doses in immunodeficient mice. In this way, the leukemic variants identified in the primary samples could be next target sequenced in the engrafted mice. By comparing the variant allele frequencies of the leukemic variants in diagnosis/relapse patient samples and xenografts, the authors were able to observe distinct clonal compositions in distinct xenografts which were issued from the same diagnostic sample. This indicates that the distinct leukemia-initiated cells from which these grafts originated were derived from genetically diverse subclones present at diagnosis. Hence, by performing large-scale xenograft assays at limiting dilution and combining them to genomic analysis, the researchers managed to capture a wide range of diagnostic subclones, which were endowed of distinct competitive repopulation capacity, immunophenotype, migration and proliferation capacities. Importantly, as evidenced by population phylogenetic analysis and mutation evolutionary trees, the diagnostic subclones captured by limiting dilution patient-derived xenografts (PDXs) included diagnosis relapse-initiating clones (dRI), namely very minor latent subclones present in the diagnostic samples and fated to relapse.

Why these clones were fated to relapse and other ones not? The experimental evidences provided by Dobson et al indicate that dRI possess at least 3 major features. The first one is an intrinsic drug tolerance. When compared to PDXs issued from major diagnostic clones, at least some of the dRI-derived PDXs analyzed showed reduced sensitivity to standard chemotherapy drugs, such as dexamethasone, vincristine and L-asparaginase. Hence, albeit this analysis included a limited number of samples, it suggests that drug tolerance arises prior chemotherapy exposure.

Second, dRI subclones possess a mitochondrial metabolic signature. Transcriptional analysis of diagnostic-derived PDXs and dRI-derived PDXs revealed that the latter is enriched with pathways involved in aminoacid metabolism, Krebs cycle, oxidative phosphorylation and lipid metabolism. Interestingly, these pathways were commonly enriched in dRI-derived PDX and relapse-derived PDX, suggesting that a metabolic rewiring underlies the road to relapse.

Last but not the least, hematopoietic stem cell genes, chromatin remodeling and cell stress responses signatures, such as unfolded protein responses, were also commonly enriched in dRI-derived PDX and relapse-derived PDX, suggesting their involvement in the evolution to relapse.

Taken together, these data suggest a model whereby relapse fate arises stochastically prior chemotherapy exposure from genetic and/or epigenetic mechanisms that contribute to rewire the cellular metabolism, confer stemness properties and modulate stress response pathways (Fig. [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). In this context, the chemotherapy pressure further promotes the evolution of dRI into relapse clones.
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How do the pathways identify shape the relapse fate? Stemness features might contribute to keep dRI dormant^[@R5]^ and/or facilitate their interaction with protective bone marrow niches, and/or to provide them with the self-renewal capacity to initiate relapse following dormancy. In addition, metabolic changes might be instrumental to provide drug tolerance and/or to enable them to be counter-selected during chemotherapy exposure.^[@R6]^ Similarly, stress responses might be necessary to guarantee the survival of dRI subclones following drug treatment. Further experiments will be necessary to fully elucidate these questions and to understand which genetic and/or epigenetic mechanism favors the emergency of dRI subclones. Nevertheless, the pathways identified by Dobson et al will be instrumental to target relapse-fated subclones, thereby preventing their full evolution to relapse.

In conclusion, thanks to a titanic experimental strategy, Dobson et al managed to a find the needle into the haystack; and of foremost, important therapeutic implications.
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